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thursday, july 31, 2008

coincidentally helping the authority

Today i want to relate my reflection on what happened in the German

Lady's meetup on June 20, the one where we were supposed to see

"Brick Lane". Before we went to the movie theater, we were hanging out

in the Mexican restaurant Fiesta Grande on Colorado Road. I passed my

portrait of the German Lady around ("Karin Slightly Arabesque", as yet

only half-finished), and that's when "John from Glendale" asked me if

anyone else in my family had artistic talent, and when i answered no, he

made the comment that, usually, a talented musician for example would

have siblings or other relatives that also had musical talent. I only

realized later on that this is the comment that John was instructed by the

Authority or the Department of Homeland Security and their contractors

to make so that he could afterwards report this (perhaps together with

other members of the German Lady's meetup) back to law enforcement

or whatever authority as "evidence" that I didn't do all the drawings I

had done but that the "fake Lawrence" had done them. Law enforcement

or whoever could then report through the chain of command to the

International Court where this would be presented as "evidence". What's

remarkable was that I in my ignorance made a joke that i was then

probably not related to my family at all since I was the only one in it

endowed with artistic talent. i was partly being sarcastic, letting out some

of my long-term dissatisfaction with my family members.

Now remember I talked about how the planners in Homeland Security or

whatever instructed the German Lady to lure me to see "Live and

Become" probably in order to argue falsely in the International Court

that I was merely pretending to be a member of my family, not the real

Lawrence that was a member of my family. This joke I made out of long-

term anger with my family members couldn't then have delighted the

authority more. They must have presented it to the court as "evidence"

of my "admission" that, indeed, I was not the Lawrence C h i n that was

a member of my supposedly distinguished family (with my grandfather

being a three-star general in Taiwan and all). You see how often I would

incidentally and coincidentally help the authority in my destruction?

I never really take pleasure in being related to my family anyway. What
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I would like to protect is my work (writings, drawings), though. l

posted by 10061973 at 8:47 pm 0 comments  

wednesday, july 30, 2008

awful appointment

awful appointment with greg the psychologist today. there is the

possibility that he will falsely report to law enforcement or whichever

authority saying i'm a danger to myself so that authority can have a

pretext to have the police come to me and put me in the hospital -- their

long-time dream. let's see if this will happen.

posted by 10061973 at 2:39 pm 0 comments  

tuesday, july 29, 2008

the question

i'm very tired of the fact that wherever i go people will immediately ask

me what my nationality is or where i am from. this happened too sunday

at the church. the people at the church knew me for 2 years, and never

asked me this question before. and lately the owners of the restaurant

near my home where i went frequently have started asking me the

question too. they were obviously all instructed by authority to ask me

the questions. knowing that it was a ploy by the authority, i either

wavered, didn't answer, or just lied, refusing to divulge the fact that i'm

of chinese ancestry. but it didn't matter very much. the owners of the

restaurant, for example, would just make up things: "you said you are

from china, right?" of course i never told him i was from china because i

wasn't from china. the authority wants me to answer in such a way that i

identify myself as a chinese national, and if i don't do that they would

force-feed, simply having the people asking me the question lie that i

have so answered. i have never been sure why the authority instructed

the whole population of any place i was in to ask me what my nationality

was. this happened in belgium when i was there in february, and it

happened constantly in the german lady's meetup when i came back

from europe. i suppose that, before, the authority used this tactic as part

of the fake evidence-collection operation. if i answered i was of chinese

origin, the person who asked me the question would report to the police

that that dangerous schizophrenic said he was chinese (and if i answered

otherwise the questioner would just lie anyway), then the police would

report it to the intelligence services, and then the intelligence services

could take the report to the international court for the lawyers on the

side of the united states to make their false argument that this

schizophrenic strongly identified himself as a chinese national, was hence

a chinese nationalist, and so was motivated to "pretend to be the fake

lawrence", fly to china, and get the united states sued.

but what could be the purpose of instructing the church members to ask

me the question again now that the court case has mostly been settled?

thus far i can only think of one reason: in order for the church members

to report to law enforcement that a dangerous looking schizophrenic who

identified himself as chinese is now in their midst, so that law

enforcement, cooperating with the interpol, can continue to trace my

whereabouts through these informal reports from china and europe

through the german lady's meetup in los angeles to the church in long

beach.

posted by 10061973 at 10:16 pm 0 comments  
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sunday, july 27, 2008

different goals

earlier in the week the german lady scheduled a group event to see

"ahmed, say something funny" for next tuesday, but for two days only 1

other person signed up (together with the guest the german lady said

she was going to bring with her). i signed up, with a sarcastic comment

that even though i didn't like the comedian, i was going to see the

documentary anyway because she chose it, thinking that this could

perhaps be another of authority's force-feed trying to frame me into a

racial jokes-loving jerk and that i wanted to begin helping the german

lady ruin me again. but as soon as i did, she canceled the event, writing

to me that i shouldn't see a movie just because she chose it and that i

should just come for the next event. i thought she might feel insulted by

my comment so i wrote her back immediately apologizing and saying i

did want to come after all if she no longer found my comment upsetting.

but she wrote me again immediately saying i shouldn't want to see a

movie "for the wrong reason" and "so, see you at the next event." then it

became evident that she really didn't want me to come at all but wanted

to enjoy the movie in the company of the other person she said she was

going to bring with her. i therefore said i will then see her at the next

event, which is a painful two week away.

the fact is that the german lady wishes me to just disappear now that

she has finished the operation of fake-evidence collection with me, but

since of course she couldn't really just kick me out, she has decided that

she will only allow me to appear when large enough number of people

will show up to serve as buffer against me so that she could pretend i

don't exist. that i shouldn't see the movie "for the wrong reason" was a

signal to me that she did not want me to go to her group just because i

wanted to interact with her and that her goal for me from now on was

"enjoying the event" (be it the movie or concert or whatever) and

nothing more. my goal is of course quite different, i.e. to make friends,

and especially to become part of the network of her meetup. this is

definitely not what she wants at all. she does not want me to be part of

her meetup and does not want to interact with me or know anything

about me or be known to me, but only tolerates me as a stranger doing

something fun with her friends. her goal for me felt unbearable. she is

not interested in leading the second phase of the authority's operation

after all -- if there should really be a second phase: continuing to help

law enforcement to build up the fake profile homeland security has

invented about me, perhaps. but i could not bring myself to leaving her

alone and still want to attend the next event and try to interact with her.

this time it's different: the pain from abandonment after being used like

that is just so great that i could not let her depart like that. as the next

event is two week away, she's clearly trying to wean me off as she was

doing the beginning of this month when she canceled all the events for

two weeks, hoping that my emotional attachment to her would lessen.

but i can't.

the psychological pain from all this magnified so greatly last night that i

literally had to scream. i felt like a terminally ill patient.

the german lady is not interested in being the heroine of the western

world. she did the operation out of her sense of patriotism; she wanted

to help germany and united states and their allies in destroying the

chinese intelligence service through international court order. now that

the job is done, she's tired and shuts the door, oblivious of the



recognition other people would seek in her shoes.

i just wish ala would go back to her -- if they indeed had an argument --

as i have tried to persuade him to do with two emails i sent him (to no

use, of course). the danger is of course that i might have even pissed

him off too with the persuasion. not a wise action.

i've begun going to the church again, and i had my first new appointment

on the past wednesday with a psychologist, greg, whom i've seen 5

years ago. in august last year i saw him for a few sessions but he

dropped me after that, probably due to homeland security or law

enforcement interference. he didn't want the troublesome role of

informant but just wanted to do some proper therapy. but this time he

accepted me back graciously. why? there is the possibility that this time

he accepts working as an informant against me for the authority because

of the enormous amount of benefits he will receive for this, and because

he hates china and therefore me just like everyone else does. it's very

likely that he will be reporting to law enforcement behind my back after

each of our therapy sessions -- a distorted version of what i told him

might still end up in the international court and UN security council --

even though he was emphatic that he had no plan of doing so: why

would the authority let me see a therapist without impediment? but

despite all this i decided to see him anyway and tell him my story of my

struggle with homeland security leading up to my frustration with not

being able to be part of the german lady's circle, because i needed

someone to know me. if there should be a second phase of the operation

and the german lady is not willing to lead it, it's the church and the

therapist that i shall watch out for. i have to resist, only because i have

difficulty in letting the german lady depart like that after exploiting me.

i'm not sure if this is all that fair to her.

i don't think, under normal circumstances, anyone else would think this is

not fair to the german lady. but from her perspective all must be

justified, because she considers me an enemy of the western world that

deserves no mercy in being exploited and destroyed like that (i.e. this is

not a normal circumstance).

posted by 10061973 at 10:34 pm 0 comments  

friday, july 25, 2008

the heroine of the western world

in the past few days i have realized that the import of my case at the

international court might have been even greater than i have thought. in

which case, all the governments of the western world which have

participated in the law suit on the side of the united states, listen: you

would not have collected all the fake evidence and settled the case once

and for all without Karin Z. i would not have gone to the meetups at all

nor seen any of these movies -- the source of most of the "evidence" --

without her being there. Karin Z is the heroine of the western world.

remember that.

on the other hand, do feel guilty if, after all that she has done for the

western world, you guys have merely fooled her like a donkey (i.e. not

telling her the truth about the whole case). she deserves to partake of

the mystical supper, to speak figuratively!



and next time i'll also let her take photos of me for law enforcement. but

she will always be the only person i'll ever allow to take photos of me.

posted by 10061973 at 10:49 pm 0 comments  

thursday, july 24, 2008

still, non-existence

i've become so nostalgic of the time when i first joined the german lady's

meetups. although at that time she didn't pay much attention to me

either, because she didn't dislike me and didn't mind my being there, i

felt i was part of her group. i was happy then, very happy. i remember

once in her german language meetup, when everyone got off his or her

seat to see barbara showing off her photos on her laptop, i stayed in my

seat and the german lady waived at me and asked me to come over and

join them. when i got left out of the conversation she'd also come and

say something to me.

these happy moments will never come again. last night was another of

the german lady's meetup: movie, and then sushi restaurant afterwards.

she clearly didn't want me there. she had her fun chat with everyone

else and pretended that i didn't exist. i've been in the group for a year

now and have learned the life of everyone, not just the german lady's,

and yet no one knows a thing about me. no one ever asks me what i do

everyday. everyone believes and is content with the lies about my life

and about what happened to me in china which the authority has spread

about me.

well, it is true that at least she was showing her genuine side to me; it

would have made me feel worse if she put on a fake smile pretending to

welcome me while wishing my disappearance deep inside.

this is the first reason for the enormous pain i'm in right now. the second

reason is that she's basically abandoning me after exhausting my

usefulness. you may ask me to look at things from her perspective: her

exam is approaching and she's spending most of her time studying.

when she gets a chance to get out, of course she'd rather see the faces

of other people than your face flash in her face. but i know for sure that

even under normal circumstances it would be like this too. i'm not worth

the effort to know. before, in that golden time when she didn't dislike

me, that was okay. but it was not okay now.

i long for the state of nibbana (how you say "nirvana" in the original

pali), i.e. non-existence. or perhaps i should just emigrate to a war-torn

third world country with a broken infrastructure where people might not

care about or even get the alerts about a "dangerous schizophrenic" so

that it would be possible to make some friends. 

p.s. there seems to have been some sort of argument between the

german lady and ala. also, on tuesday night when i went to pasadena to

give ala the birthday gift and the theater personnel refused my entry

with my backpack, it could be because they had been alerted about me

like all the store owners and thought me a troublesome individual.

posted by 10061973 at 9:18 pm 0 comments  

wednesday, july 23, 2008



About Karin

The following is an entry in my private journal I made earlier. I decide to

post it here as an exception.

The changing role of Karin

July 13 2008, by Lawrence C

I want to tell you briefly what according to my best guess today Karin

was told back in September 2007, when law enforcement delegates

under the direction of the Department of Homeland Security behind the

scene first recruited her as an informant against me. She was most likely

told the lies that I was a dangerous schizophrenic with radical left-wing

political orientation and also with a history of stalking attractive tall

"blonds" -- Karin with her towering height and whitish blond hair would

presumably prompt the DHS or law enforcement officer(s) to say to her:

"You fit the profile, unfortunately." What law enforcement officer(s) was

(were) really referring to was in fact the conflict I had with a therapist of

mine back in 2003. This therapist -- a beautiful tall blond woman from a

Dutch-Jewish background -- was a very nice and charming person

normally but could get very scary when she got angry. The problem

between us was basically: there was some impropriety in the therapy

room (not very serious and nothing sexual), then she regretted the

impropriety and started playing tricks on me in order to bail herself out

but leave me behind, and so I investigated her, discovering her original

identity and another impropriety she had with another patient (a 60

year-old successful lawyer also from a Jewish background). She then

wanted to sue me but she dropped the idea when it became clear that

doing so would reveal that other impropriety of hers. So she ended up

quitting the profession and sending out a bunch of alerts about me within

the therapeutic profession.

It must be this piece of history -- as exaggerated by law enforcement

under the direction of Homeland Security -- which had scared the shit out

of Karin last September. She had become so frightened of me that she

literally trembled when around me. She must have thought of me as one

of those stereotypical psychopathic stalking serial killer, and afterwards

her help was enlisted by law enforcement in the investigation of me. For

example, she and Rolf now together tried to blast liberal outburst in front

of me in order to lure me to participate and frame me into a dangerous

radical liberal.

The Department of Homeland Security's (or Homeland Security

Secretary's) real purpose in sending its agents or law enforcement

delegates to Karin was of course to discredit me by making me look

crazy and dangerous after I showed her the letter summarizing

Homeland Security's disruption of CIA's recruitment operation on me and

their subsequent vengeance on me. As they wanted to hide their long-

time investigation and surveillance of me from Karin -- what was told in

the letter -- they most likely ordered my psychologist Deborah (who

remember knew the entire CIA-DHS story) to report to the police and

others in the therapeutic profession that I had a history of stalking (half-

true) and that I was entering a dangerous period of delusion with my

FBI-CIA-DHS "fantasy" (false). If she refused to lie like that they would

throw her in jail. The police could then come to Karin with Deborah's

"reports" to discredit me under the pretext of protecting her from such

dangerous individual as they said I was while at the same time recruiting



her as an informant against me, all this with the help and intermediary of

Rolf who was already recruited as their informant or "infiltrant" in Karin's

meetups to watch over me in the early summer of 2007.

When I came back from Taiwan in late October 2007 and rejoined

Karin's group things got a bit better. While her Homeland Security

handler must have instructed her to not show fear toward me in an effort

to better pretend that nothing was going on (that she wasn't helping

authority investigate me), she seems also to have realized I wasn't as

dangerous and inconsiderate of others' (her) perspective as she had

thought based on what she had been told. So, in any case, she wasn't

frightened of me anymore. But she still helped the authority from time to

time in "investigating" me by luring me to Homeland Security set-ups

devised to "get the angry liberal out of me" or by blasting anti-

government news on the meetup website message board trying to lure

me to participate and to output the liberal which Homeland Security

believed was inside me. Her work as an informant against me was

extremely hurtful to me as my liking of her increased and my desire to

be one of her friends magnified (you can't become friend with someone

who cares nothing about you save secretly helping the authority ruin

you). Thus my desire to move to China and get out of the trap once and

for all. But by December 2007 somehow I had the feeling that the same-

old CIA's elite unit (what I shall call "my best friend's circle") had now

got involved too and that she received the new instruction to treat me

nice in order to keep me happy so as to prevent me from going to

China.

But after I came back from China things are again different. Her new

assignment consists mainly in collecting my information so as to report

negatively (and falsely, really) on me to law enforcement as much as

possible (remember, Homeland Security needs to hide their surveillance

of me and so the police have to pretend to investigate me from scratch

using reports they gather from common people who informants and

secret agents pretend to be) and in enticing me to do things that would

get me in trouble in order for law enforcement to have a reason to frame

me into the profile that they need of me: a super-intelligent

schizophrenic (that oxymoron) who harbors dangerous belief (such as

N*zisim and radical left-wing politics) and tendency (such as p*dophilia

and stalking) and embodies the worst qualities a human being can have

(such as uncontrolled sex-mania and obsession with doing espionage for

foreign powers). All these details are documented all over in my

following blog posts. More importantly, she was probably also visited by

representatives from the German government as well and her help --

along with that from her groups' members -- enlisted in collecting fake

evidence for the authority to use in my case in the International Court

and UN Security Council. (See my next journal entry for this.) In any

case, she is now more a law enforcement informant out to get me with

an enthusiasm she has never had before.

posted by 10061973 at 3:22 pm 0 comments  

choosing my prison guards

on monday night jacqueline announced on the meetup website's

message board that she and ala and a few others were going to see the

movie "encounter at the end of the earth" in pasadena on tuesday night.

i went to join them last night after the movie was over because i had

meant to give to ala the birthday present i had prepared for him (a

portrait i had made of him and a birthday card i had drawn with a



cartoonish portrait of him on it). we went to the middle eastern

restaurant to chat for two hours. this really was the first time -- and the

last time it should be -- that i went to a group meeting which the german

lady did not attend. in the beginning the conversation revolved around

the movie and ala's coming trip to antartica for work, but soon jacqueline

steered it toward the scarier topics of christian's (a active member of the

french quarter) racist joke and america's national debt ("how can we be

called the richest nation in the world when we have a trillion dollar of

national debt... and we owe most of these to china and japan",

jacqueline "complained). in other words, i had the impression that

jacqueline was instructed by homeland security to run their framing show

in the german lady's absence. (she did also take out her camera and

was ready to take photos of me until i started dodging it.) the tactic

would be the same: although i never really said a word in this

conversation of hers, she (and perhaps with others) could very well

report to the authority which the german lady's meetup had been

reporting to that "WE were talking about racist jokes and complaining

about national debt" -- in other words, merely by the fact that i was

there and unable to change the topic of conversation, i was made a

"participant" in this awful conversation -- or even that "someone was

complaining about our national debt... i don't remember who it was...

maybe it was him (referring to me)". as law enforcement officers note

that down in my file, i would be thus framed again into an "angry liberal"

in the official record.

so it was quite possible that homeland security was at it again -- framing

me into an angry liberal; even when i'm clearly not, they'd do so through

force-feeding -- and i'm back to exactly the same place one year ago

when they started this. the purpose? well, now that my case at the

international court in hague and at the UN security council in new york is

most likely settled, homeland security will most likely begin their

"prosecution phase" with me. they will probably not try to get law

enforcement to prosecute me for any criminal offense, but will create

reasons for law enforcement to lock me up in a mental asylum for being

too dangerous and delusional. we'll see. a new project then they will

have to give the german lady's meetup members to accomplish, and this

may be the beginning. now who is this jacqueline? i have no interest in

her and no care for her. i'd rather have the german lady begin this new

phase and harm me -- however much pain it will cause me. this is why

i'll keep enforcing my rule of never attending a meetup without the

german lady in it.

in other words, i don't want some jacqueline or anyone else to be the

guards of my prison of deception and framing. but only the same old

folk: the german lady, gabi, ala. i'll only attend meetup when these

people are attending.

posted by 10061973 at 3:05 pm 0 comments  

saturday, july 19, 2008

case ended

last night was the german lady's german language meetup. she only

bothered to come during the last hour and when she arrived, the first

thing she did was take photos of me. i in my supreme sadness didn't feel

like helping her this time and wouldn't let her do it, just lowering my

head to hide my face. but she managed to put the camera on her lap as

if she were done with taking photos, and then surreptitiously pressed the



button to take a photo of me. that's the instruction she received before

coming, her mission of the night: remember to take a good photo of him,

her handler must have said to her on the phone.

the german lady has become increasingly distant from me, absolutely

not wanting to converse with me at all. she no longer bothered to sit next

to me, and of course she never showed any interest in knowing anything

about me at all. she never asked me any personal question; up to today

she doesn't know anything about me at all, unlike the way she is with

others. the reports she got from the police -- some true, some twisted,

some false -- are for her quite sufficient. her distance is the most

convincing proof that my case at international court at hague had at last

come to an end. thanks for that piece of information! now that she is

discarding me after exhausting my usefulness, i am stricken with

indescribable sadness and this is why i didn't cooperate with her last

night.

i have helped her half of the time in the past with her relentless

destruction of me -- framing, mostly -- because she's such a good

person, and she deserves all the benefits that both the american and

german government grant her for her work on me. but i'm consumed by

the unfulfillment of my own needs at the moment, and i can't help her

right now.

posted by 10061973 at 9:47 pm 0 comments  

thursday, july 10, 2008

the end of illusion

the german lady has no more meetup until the end of this month. she of

course has a lot of studying to do, but all this is also an indication about

what's going on in the international court in hague and the UN security

council in new york. the german lady has pretty much accomplished

what homeland security et al have instructed her to accomplish with me:

collecting fake evidence that i'm pretending to be that fake lawrence,

that i'm a schizophrenic who hallucinates from time to time, etc. the

"evidence" is in order now, the discussion about me at icj and UN

security council is about to come to an end at last, and there is not much

left for her to do, save to discard me perhaps. the authority's priority

after all is in settling my case, prosecuting me is secondary -- though

that is not to say that they'll give it up.

i have no more value left for the german lady; she has got all the

goodies that i can possibly offer her by staying in her trap: citizenship,

money, recognition from both the united states and german government.

other than studying she's probably at the moment also going out with her

meetup bunch outside the meetup system -- to which i'll never get to

participate. the illusion that i might be one of her friends someday has

been definitively broken up by now.

posted by 10061973 at 4:43 pm 0 comments  

saturday, july 5, 2008

second thought

it's very likely that the german lady has kept my social security number

which i sent to her and used it already for purpose of harming me. when

she wrote me an email saying she had deleted the information as soon

as she saw it she was very likely just lying. not that i'm upset, because i



was intending to help her harm me when i sent her the information.

posted by 10061973 at 6:17 pm 0 comments  

the german lady's birthday and all about

movies

thursday night (Jul 3) was the german lady's 43rd birthday and a total of

13 of us went to a middle-eastern restaurant to celebrate. neither of the

other two birthday stars -- ala and marianne, both of palestinian origin --

however showed up: A never explained why and in the beginning of our

meeting the german lady said in front of me that M was sick with virus. i

had the feeling that the german lady purposely made the comment for

me to hear in order to deceive me. after all, they both suddenly were

said to be not going to come as soon as i mentioned to the german lady

in my emails that i wanted to bring them some birthday gifts. it's possible

that they both were instructed by homeland security to pretend to be

afraid of me and tell so to the german lady so that she could go report to

law enforcement that more members were no longer showing up

because i looked scary and scared them away (while in reality, of

course, i always looked as docile as a piece of furniture sitting there

quietly and ignored by others during the german lady's gatherings).

remember the taiwanese girl ellissa? she hasn't come to any of the

gatherings for several months now and this is most likely because she is

pretending to be afraid of me under authority's instruction so that the

german lady could report this to law enforcement or to the judge in

order to add more damaging elements to my thick file of negative

reports at law enforcement.

on monday night the german lady is supposed to take us to see another

weird dark french film, ne le dis a personne. another attempt to frame

me into something i'm not, that's for sure. now let me say something

about my latest guess as to how homeland security has attempted to

frame me with the movies for my meetup group. from "roman de gare"

to "va, vis, et devienne" (live and become), the films which they have

instructed the german lady to lure me to see have become a major

source of information as to what has happened and could still be going

on in the international court and UN security council about my case. i

have already mentioned what most likely has been homeland security's

final act at international court in early february this year. now it is quite

easy to guess the purpose of these movies: as homeland security is

falsely claiming that i'm merely pretending to be me but am really not

me, they must have also made the false claim to the judges that i like to

see movies with themes of one person pretending to be another, i.e.

movies with stories that supposedly resemble my life stories. seeing the

movies therefore allows me to figure out what exactly is the personage

and life-story that homeland security is framing me into, while at the

same time giving them the opportunity to report to the icj or UN security

council as "evidence" that their manufactured version of my identity is

indeed true. thus if i saw the movie "roman de gare" where the novelist

didn't supposedly write her books but had someone else write them for

her (i don't know the whole story because i walked out of the theater

halfway into the movie), then homeland security would take this to the

icj and present it as "evidence" that i was merely pretending to be me,

didn't do any of the artworks that i lawrence c h i n had supposedly

done, and had that fake lawrence do all the artworks for me to claim as

my own. if i saw the movie "live and become" where the little ethiopian

christian boy was sent by his mother to israel to pretend to be jewish,



then homeland security would report this to the icj judges as "evidence"

that i am not really me lawrence c h i n but was sent by my real mother

(who is in fact non-existent, made up) to my family (which is now made

into, not my real family, but my adoptive family) to pretend to be their

child lawrence c h i n. in this way, homeland security gets to solidify their

lies and win the law suit while i get to know what life story they have

most likely framed me into in new york and hague even though

everyone is supposed to keep the lies they have spread about me a

secret from me. homeland security of course must also have instructed

my family members to make false testimonies confirming that this new

life i've been framed into is indeed true. the only problem is that, in both

cases, "roman de gare" and "va, vis, et devienne", i have only seen half

of the film because it was either too boring or too dark for me, so that i

cannot guess at the entire story that homeland security has

manufactured about me.

posted by 10061973 at 2:34 am 0 comments  

wednesday, july 2, 2008

dismissal

the past saturday night was another meeting of the german lady's group

at a restaurant. i withdrew from her groups because i wanted to be safe

now that i had figured out what the "plan" was which she was

cooperating with authority to bring about with me and what the (false)

story was she and everyone were told about my china trip, but in the

end i thought i'd rather enjoy the little bit of her that was left in the little

bit of time that was left for me, and so i signed back on. but the last two

emails i wrote her last week (which i don't bother to include here) and

my neediness of her (withdrawing and then signing up again shortly) had

simply repulsed her too much, and she has evidently dismissed me as

living being worthy of attention by now and decided that from now on if i

appear in her functions she'd pretend to be nice to me and throw me a

word or two if i ask her something but that deep inside she'd hold no

attnetion for me. it makes me feel so sad. how can i recover again in

status in the german lady's heart?

that night the german lady took a lot of photos of me -- she was

instructed to do so by law enforcement. they wanted her to take nice

shots, so she did it again and again. the photos will be used in alerts

about me and will most likely also get put into the database for biometric

facial recognition system, so that wherever i go in the world i'll

immediately be recognized by machines.

i have been merely trying to burn a dvd of all the filming i did of myself -

- drawing and doing other things. from the way that every computer i

used for doing this would just break down in the middle of the way, i

couldn't help but guess that perhaps my case really is still going on in the

international court? (computers are all remote controllable by homeland

security, remember that; the authority would then be afraid that the

evidence that i am able to draw after all might get into the open.) why? i

merely wish the german lady would believe that i actually did do all her

portraits. perhaps she already believes it?

another suspicious sign is that the authority seems to have sent in many

female secret agents to show up around me last week in an attempt to

lure me to talk to them so that they could then complain to law

enforcement saying that i harrassed them and thus add more negative



reports to my thick file. i ignored all of them. the past sunday while i was

simply lying down on the bus stop waiting for the bus to come an agent

posing as a pedestrian came to me, started asking me if i was alright,

and then called the ambulance. but i wasn't doing anything! i was just

waiting for the bus! i immediately ran away knowing that that's another

dirty trick of the authority to try to lock me up in the hospital and put me

out of circulation.

i have already learned my lesson of not messing with the u.s.

government. i'm doing the dvd thing for myself -- what am i supposed to

do with all the video tapes? i wasn't anymore even expecting the german

lady to see it -- she simply doesn't care.

i tried to help the german lady doing her informant job of busting me by

sending her on monday night more information about me -- my CA ID

and my social security number -- and it's not clear if she actually needed

it. but this act clearly demonstrates just which side i'm on -- i'm on the

german lady's side. if she's against me then i'll be on her side and

against myself. but she wrote me in response on tuesday night:

"1. All I wanted last year was people's phone and e-mail in case

we had to do short-term changes for any event.

Please don't ever send via e-mail again what you send last night -

I deleted that as soon as I saw what it was - if someone gets a

hold of that e-mail they have all the[y] would ever need for

identity theft - you have to be very, very careful with that

information!!!"

this could be another force-feed framing of authority's. that is, she could

go to law enforcement and say i sent her pictures of my id and social

security card and then something about identity theft was mentioned in

our conversation; law enforcement would then purposely note down

falsely in their file on me that "i was doing identity theft with my

information" -- twisting things into something else -- and the homeland

security lie that i pretended to be the fake lawrence and flew to china

would then be further solidified. but i was merely trying to help the

german lady; she's all i care about.

but the authority would at least be pleased that i have made their

operation so much easier by developing such dependency on their

operative. the german lady played the same trick last week under

authority's instruction. on june 25th she wrote me:

"Hi Lawrence,

I don't want to talk to you on the phone because I don't have any

time for that - there is nothing to talk about because I already

told you that I don't have any doubts and I know that you did the

drawings - nobody I know has ever doubted your skills, but only

sincerely admired them because none of us can do what you do.

Why do you torture yourself so much with those things? :(

Do you remember the 'reality check' you asked me for once - as

to fears that are real and others that are not? This one is *not

real* - *nobody doubts your skills*.

It is ok to have irrational fears - I know plenty of people who do -
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but you also have to believe people sometimes that they are not

real - especially if the effect is - like in this case now - that you

are hurting yourself with that."

see, she could then go report to law enforcement that we were

corresponding and then something was said about my hurting myself,

and law enforcement would then note down on their file on me that i was

in danger of hurting myself based on hearsay -- they would purposely

ignore in their file that it was simply the german lady saying it out of thin

air and that i had neither mentioned hurting myself nor had hurt myself

at all. justification for my involuntary hospitalization would then be

reinforced. force-feed framing.

tomorrow is the german lady's birthday and we are all supposed to meet

at a middle-eastern restaurant. if my impression is correct and the

authority is nervous about my videos of my doing drawing then

tomorrow night could be dangerous. the german lady could be instructed

to call the cops on me to put me in the hospital...

it's absolutely disappointing that ala will not show up at the german

lady's birthday dinner. i did a portrait of him just for him, as his birthday

gift, to show him that i like him a lot. perhaps the german lady will go to

his home afterwards and spend a private evening celebration with him.

that'd be cool.

the group members could all be pretending to be afraid of me and report

thusly to law enforcement in order to add to the level of "threat" law

enforcement falsely claims i pose to the community.

when the conspiracy of the german lady's group has succeeded one day

and i get put away for good, all the german lady's bunch might even get

invited to oprah to tell their amazing story of how they mere ordinary

people have cooperated fantastically in ridding the community and the

nation of such an incredibly intractable threat and low life!

posted by 10061973 at 9:39 pm 0 comments  
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